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Abstract
For a researcher, studying the dynamics of a traditional handcraft and indigenous knowledge becomes
interesting during the research identification process, especially when a study turns into a comparative one
between what actually s/he has personally witnessed in its applied area and its pre-existing insufficiently
documented database. Sometimes, these documents are supportive but just bear few insufficient bullet
points with some of those being contraindicating too. On the other hand, the existing status of a craft
includes indigenous craft techniques, hereditary knowledge, work culture, materials, tools, line of end
products, socio-cultural importance of craft, associated folklore roots and other ingredients, which
represents an overall set of ‘evidenced legacy’ of any traditional heritage. The present documented status of
flexible brass craft of Bellaguntha is also suffering from above mentioned situation. This paper covers some
of the interesting cases found by this author, during his studies of pre-existing documents, concerned with
this craft and presents the dynamics of product designing. The purpose of the study is to conduct a
systematic documentation to enrich the database about this craft for its manifold benefit.
Keywords: Traditional Crafts, Flexible brass craft of Bellaguntha, Kansari and Thathera community, Metal
Crafts of India.

1. Introduction
Bellaguntha is a block headquarters located under the geographical territories of Ganjam district
of Odisha, India. To identify the geographical location of Bellaguntha over a world map, an
indicative flow map is illustrated in Figure-1 below (not to be scaled).
The flexible brass craft of Bellaguntha is an approximately 500-600 years old heritage craft
of India. But there is no proper documentation available, which may provide a systematic
understanding of this craft, not even for a beginner or enthusiast. Only a few sketchy descriptions
about the craft are available in various documents. Further, some of the available documents are
contra-indicatory and misleading (please refer, sections 4.3.1. and 4.3.2. below). Improper
documentation is adversely affecting the sustenance of this traditional craft.
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Figure-1: Location map of the Flexible brass craft cluster of Bellaguntha (composed by author)

2. Purpose of Study
A document is an evidence or proof, which may be compiled in written, printed, painted, drawn,
sketched, sculpted, photographed and/or audio-visual recorded formatsi etc. But, usually our craft
artisans ignore to documentii their own activities with a systematic approach while being
primarily engaged with the applied and operational segments of their crafts and to maintain their
trade-secrets. Although, the artisan community itself is the primary and richest resource, they are
expected to document their daily processes and experiences to conserve their knowledge
database. So, the role of a researcher, who works in close consultation with these craft
communities, goes higher to develop a database and form a systematic document to help such
crafts bloom with systematic approach. The purpose of this study was to sum up different
documents created through various modes and make a comparative study, which may help to
create an updated document with authenticity.

3. Methodology
Literature survey data was collected from different sources, like, various reports, articles, research
papers and websites. For this purpose, different secondary and tertiary data had been collected
from various available sources and further verified at grassroots level, with consultation of
concerned artisans. This phase of study was further classified into four broad sections.

3.1. Literature Classification
As the counting of primary literature was difficult to study and at the same time it was difficult to
mark them for further use. So, the author found it important to classify them and divide them
into three different broader sub-sections and place those pieces of printed papers into three
different color markers. A color code identification systemiii was followed and this researcher used
red, green, blue colorsiv to categorize them: green marks indicating highly relevant set of
literatures; blue marks indicating moderately relevant set of literatures, and read marks indicating
contradictory set of literature. The colored classification helped this researcher to visually identify
the category of information and classify them according to their sub-sections for inter-linking and
creating logical flow of understanding.
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3.1.1. Highly Relevant Literatures
After a thorough study, these literature pieces were identified and marked with a green colored
tick mark: “ ” and entered in the primary section in the journal of green literature-cards. For
this purpose, a 0.5 mm micro pencil with green lead was used to highlight required areas.

3.1.2. Moderately Relevant Literatures
These literature pieces were identified and marked with a blue colored tick mark: “ ” and
entered in the secondary section in the journal of blue literature-cards. For this purpose, a 0.5 mm
micro pencil with blue lead was used to highlight required areas.

3.1.3. Contradictory Literatures
These literature pieces were identified and marked with a red colored tick mark: “ ” and
entered in the tertiary section in the journal of red literature-cards. For this purpose, a 0.5 mm
micro pencil with red lead was used to highlight required areas.

3.2. Preparation of Literature Understanding Notes
In this phase the author studied and analyzed the information received from the respective
literature, individually and tried to do all that carefully at his level best to understand and
categorize the available raw data, extracted from available literature database.

Figure-2: Community meeting with the flexible brass craft artisans in Bellaguntha

3.3. Cross Verification of Collected Literature with Craftsperson
After completion of literature collection phase, this researcher had approached the crafts persons
of Bellaguntha and surrounding areas, who are involved in this craft today, and verified the
correctness within the collected set of literature database and tried to reach at a common
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consent, to reduce error, through attending an open-house community meeting, which was
followed by group discussions. Contradictory literatures were also discussed in this meeting. This
common meeting was represented by a number of eleven skilled, which includes three ladies and
eight male skilled and semi-skilled artisans.

3.4 Preparation of Summary
This part reflects the understanding, developed after completion of study phase, as discussed
above.

4. Literature Findings and Understandings
4.1. Highly Relevant Documents (marked in green

)

4.1.1. Geographic Location of Craft
4.1.1.1. Finding(s):
The following article carries information about the geographical identification of flexible brass
craft in Bellaguntha area under Ganjam district of Orissa state in India. A document, titled:
“Handicraft and Cottage Industries, Ganjam” was prepared by the Directorate of Handicraft and
Cottage Industries, Government of Odisha. (Consulted on 04.12.2014) v:

Figure-3: Piece of Literature, documented by the Directorate of Handicraft and Cottage Industries, Odisha

4.1.1.2. Understanding(s):
This above piece of information, explains about:
4.1.1.2.1. Name of the craft is “Flexible Brass Fish”.
4.1.1.2.2. The geographic location of this craft cluster is identified in the Bellaguntha block area of
Ganjam district in Odisha state. Please refer, figure-4, below.

Figure-4: Geographical location of Bellaguntha on Google Maps (consulted on 29.06.2016)

4.1.1.2.3. Craft is under practice and craft products are being manufactured.
4.1.1.2.4. Brass is the primary raw material for this craft.
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4.1.1.2.5. Nature and qualities of this craft is able to reflect higher commercial potentials.
4.1.1.2.6. This is a ‘unique’ craft of this district. No other similar competitive threat there for this
craft within the geographical boundaries of the Ganjam district.
4.1.1.2.7. The statement above also prevents this craft from a geographical identity threatvi,
projected by a contradictory document, which is discussed in section-4.3.2.

4.1.1.3. Artisan Community Response(s):
During a meeting with this researcher, artisan community members partially disagreed with the
piece of information given in figure-3 and specifically covered under 4.1.1.2.1 above. This piece of
literature reflects the name of the craft as “Flexible Brass Fish”, which is not justified, as these
artisans are also manufacturing other products like flexible brass snakes, lobster and some other
forms, along with fishes. The artisan community had shown other than fish forms to this
researcher, during his visits to their workshops.

Figure-5: (A) Flexible brass snake, (B) Flexible brass fish, (C) Flexible brass lobster (photography by author)

4.1.2. Craft Scenario
4.1.2.1. Finding(s):
The following article explains that this is a unique craft with appealing design forms, like- brass
fish etc. Under the broad area of materials, this craft comes under the category of “Bell Metal”
family. This piece of literature is found in a document, titled: “Flexible Fish-Brass and Wood”,
which was prepared by the Council of Handicrafts Development Corporation, Office of
Development Commissioner (Handicrafts), Ministry of Textiles, Government of India. (Consulted
on 24.12.2014) vii:

Figure-6: Piece of Literature, documented by the Council of Handicrafts Development Corporation

4.1.2.2. Understanding(s):
This above piece of information provides the following information:
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4.1.2.2.1. This craft belongs to Ganjam district of Odisha, India.
4.1.2.2.2. “Flexibility” is the unique feature of this craft, which is achieved through assembly of
separate pieces through linking chains.
4.1.2.2.3. Craftsmanship requires a certain level of skill sets.
4.1.2.2.4. Manufacturing process is rigorous and involves cutting brass sheet, piercing with holes
and joining through chain etc.

Figure-7: Parts of a brass flexible fish, under assembly process (photography by author)

4.1.2.2.5. Flexible fishes are available in two materials, i.e., brass and wood.
4.1.2.2.6. Craftsmanship is hard, but the reward in terms of money is not as per expectations.
4.1.2.2.7. Artisans are frustrated due to lack of profit, and so, very few of them are willing to carry
their craft further.
4.1.2.2.8. This craft requires exposure to sustain further.
4.1.2.2.9. There is an immediate need to save this unique craft from dying out though different
efforts.
4.1.2.2.10. This piece of information is also preventing this craft from the threats projected through
few contradictory documents, which are discussed in sections-4.3.1. and 4.3.2.

Figure-8: (A) A wooden replica of flexible fish, (B) Traditional flexible brass fish (photography by author)

4.1.2.3. Artisan Community Response(s):
During a meeting with this researcher, artisan community members partially disagreed with the
piece of information given in figure-8 and covered under 4.1.2.2.5. The community emphasized
that only one craftsman is practicing this craft in Bellaguntha. Wooden forms are imitations and
recent material diversification of their traditional flexible brass craft. Although, these wooden
flexible products are visually close-similar to their traditional flexible brass products, but by their
original hereditary craft principles and also by other technical parameters, both are completely
different, as the raw materials are of different nature. Crafting with these wooden forms require
wood cutting, planning, turning, colored lacquer applications, which is not at all relevant for
flexible brass products etc. In the same line of argument, next phase of discussion was focused
over quantity of production, as well as, the total number of artisans involved in flexible brass
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products is quite higher then wood. So, this is irrelevant to give equal weightage to wooden
products in comparison to flexible brass products, in document’s title.

4.1.3. Artisan Scenario
4.1.3.1. Finding(s):
A piece of literature, titled: “Brass and Bell Metal Works”, was prepared under “Parampara
Project”, initiated by the Ministry of Culture of Government of India. It relates the existing
condition of flexible brass craft and emphasizes the needs for product design diversification and
invites interventions at different levels like- materials, cognitive consumer psychology,
manufacturing processes and technology etc. (Consulted on 18.12.2014) viii:

Figure-9: Piece of Literature, documented by the Ministry of Culture, Government of India

4.1.3.2. Understanding(s):
4.1.3.2.1. This craft is under practice, since last couple of decades.
4.1.3.2.2. Flexible brass craft is a traditional craft.
4.1.3.2.3. This craft had witnessed its glorified professional era and was in higher consumer
demands for centuries.
4.1.3.2.4. Rising material based consumer demands for steel, aluminum and plastic like other
materials is responsible for set-back of craft’s professional growth.
4.1.3.2.5. The craft is under the threat of sustenance.
4.1.3.2.6. The craft requires product diversification.
4.1.3.2.7. Use of appropriate technology in manufacturing process is required.

4.1.3.3. Artisan Community Response(s):
During a meeting with this researcher, artisan community members partially disagreed with the
piece of statement given in figure-9 and specifically covered under 4.1.3.2.4. They opined that
using steel and plastic as basic raw materials, by replacing brass, is technically not feasible to
develop products through existing craft traditions and so requires sufficient technical
interventions in terms of tools, machineries, craftsmanship approaches. And even if they agree to
accept such changes, what about the identity and long achieved legacy of this craft? As, the
solution of above raised issue, given in figure-9 above, they projected the needs of speeding up
existing production process, where the role of upgradation in manufacturing technology and
process will play important role, by adding advanced tools and machines, which can support and
go along with their existing manufacturing process, without much additional efforts and most
importantly, it should help to reduce the overall production cost.
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4.1.4. Customer Recognition
4.1.4.1. Finding(s):
The flexible craft has a little, but global appearance and recognition. So, Craft life-cycle can be reestablished, if the product ranges and required other interrelated issues get solved as per the need
and demand of market. Dr. Prafulla Chandra Mohanty writes in his journal article, titled:
“Handicrafts: The Visible Cultural Symbol of Ganjam District” ix, published in the Orissa Review,
in its January’ 2010 edition:

Figure-10: Piece of Literature, documented by Dr. Prafulla Chandra Mohanty, Orissa Review, January’2010

4.1.4.2. Understanding(s):
4.1.4.2.1. Flexible brass fish is a physical productx.
4.1.4.2.1. These flexible brass products have attracted customers from different parts of the world.

4.1.4.3. Artisan Community Response(s):
Artisan community supported the statement, displayed in figure-10 above, with their common
voice and considered this piece of information as a positive sign, towards customer-acceptance
potentials in present time.

4.1.5. Required Research Method
4.1.5.1. Finding(s):
A piece of information published by the Small Industries Service Institute of Cuttack, in its
document, titled: “Diagnostic study report of brass and bell metal cluster at Balakanti, Khurda”
reads as given in figure-11 below. (Consulted on 11.01.2015) xi:

Figure-11: Piece of Literature, documented by the Small Industries Service Institute, Cuttack

4.1.5.2. Understanding(s):
4.1.5.2.1. Study at grassroots-level is required on priority basis.
4.1.5.2.1. The data and information have to be collected by interviewing individual artisans, raw
material suppliers, office bearers of craft oriented self-help groupsxii, local banks and other stake
holders and the secondary set of information may also be collected from different offices and
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organizations of central and state governments. This methodology has already been tested and
the project work is published by some other researcher in a much closer area, which can be
followed with required alterations, by considering actual scenario at grass root level, so that the
desired level of precision and correctness in grass root data, can be achieved and cultivated
further.

4.2. Moderately Relevant Documents (marked in blue

)

As these documents were repetitive in nature, and discussed set of information already covered
under 4.1.1 to 4.1.5 and so they have been omitted by the researcher to minimize the repetition of
fact.

4.3. Contradictory Documents (marked in red

)

4.3.1. Flexible brass craft of Bellaguntha, is NOT a Dhokra Craftxiii,xiv
4.3.1.1. Finding(s):
A document, titled: “Dhokra”, published by the “Craftmark: Hand Made in India”, a leading
organization with wider impact in Indian crafts sectors, writes about flexible brass craft of
Bellaguntha on their document’s page number-04, under the subtitle of “Producer Communities”,
(Consulted on 18.12.2014) xv:

Figure-12: Original text: Literature, documented by the “Craftmark: Hand Made in India”

4.3.1.2. Artisan Community Response(s):
During the common meeting with artisan community, called for cross verification of collected
literature database (please refer 3.3. above), the artisan community refused to agree unanimously
with the statement shown in figures-12, to the statement that the flexible brass craft can be
described or categorized as a type of “Dhokra” craft.

Figure-13

Further, in the common opinion of the community, their entire technique has no
relevance with Dhokra, as Dhokra is a traditional lost wax casting processxvi based brass casting
craft. A set of photograph collected from different flexible brass craft workshops in Bellaguntha is
demonstration different phases of a fresh brass-sheet treatment involved with this craft, in figure-
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14, below. So, there was no any direct or indirect relevance of flexible brass craft of Bellaguntha
with Dhokra craft, had been found, during craft process study.

Figure-14: few stages of flexible brass craft manufacturing process (Photography by author)

The artisans of flexible brass craft also refused to accept that their craft’s categorization as
a residual craft, because in terms of raw materials used in flexible brass craft. Artisans informed
this researcher that they are using fresh and high quality brass sheets of different thicknesses and
copper wire like raw materials, so, their craft cannot be categorize as a residual craft (please refer
figure-14, above). The artisan community also informed that they are not belonging to any
scheduled tribe and that traditionally they are descendants of professional makers of war-weapon
and accessories for the past kings of the region. They rather belong to the brass-smith
community, which is locally also called as Kansari. So, calling this flexible brass craft Dhokra is
inappropriate.

Figure-15: Basic raw materials of flexible brass craft and few components (Photography by author)

Even, some of these artisans, within community, who are involved in brass casting
practices, are using residual brass scraps, produced as wastages, after flexible brass crafting
process, to cast and develop other brass products and utensils through sand-casting methods
(please refer image-16, below), which are not at all related to the traditional lost wax process, as
reported in the document shown in figure-12 above.

Image-16: Few sand-cast products of Bellaguntha with an exhibition certificate (Photography by author)

4.3.2. Flexible brass craft is NOT a Craft of Andhara Pradesh
4.3.2.1. Finding(s):
The Crafts Council of India, is a part of the World Crafts Council and is well-known for its
contributions in the crafts sector worldwide. Its webpage, titled: “Flexible Fish Brass & Wood”
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shows the flexible brass craft as a craft of Andhra Pradesh by displaying Bellaguntha artisans’
works in brass and wood, without any other textual description in its open and public accessible
page. (Consulted on 18.12.2014) xvii:

Figure-17: A screen shot of Visual Literature, documented and published by the Crafts Council of India, on its
official webpage, informing about “Flexible Fish Brass & Wood”, is a craft of Andhra Pradesh, by showing
same flexible brass fish forms, which are crafted by the artisans of Bellaguntha in Odisha state

4.3.2.2. Artisan Community Response(s):
During the meeting with artisan community, for cross verification of collected literature database
(please refer 3.3. above), artisan community of Bellaguntha strongly refused to agree with the
statement shown in figure-17, above, with a common voice. According to them, this document is
projecting a geographical identity threat to the flexible brass craft of Bellaguntha. A set of
documents was made available to the researcher by artisan community, in support of their
geographical identity and belongingness with Bellaguntha area of Ganjam district in Odisha state.
Please refer image-18, below.

Image-18: A letter from Victoria Technical Institute, British Government, dated: 13.05.1946 (B) A letter from
Ministry of Textiles, Gov. of India, dated: 28.02.2003 (C) An appreciation certificate (Photography by author)

4.3.2.3. Researcher’s Comment(s):
4.3.2.3.1. Same visual images, as figure-17, are available in another document, developed by the
Council of Handicrafts Development Corporations of Ministry of Textiles, Government of India,
titled: “Flexible Fish-Brass and Wood”.xviii The Council of Handicrafts Development Corporation’s
document displays correct geographical identity and establishing this craft’s geographical identity
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with Bellaguntha area, which is situated under the boundaries of the Ganjam district in Odisha
state of India.
4.3.2.3.2. A journal paper, which was authored by Dr. Prafulla Chandra Mohanty, published in the
Orissa Review in January 2010 with title: “Handicrafts: The Visible Cultural Symbol of Ganjam
District,”xix writes on its page number 42 that this craft belongs to Bellaguntha area of Ganjam
district in Odisha state.
So, both of these documents can be treated as more authentic sources of information as
the first document discussed in 4.3.2.3.1., is developed by an agency of Government of India, while
the second document, discussed in 4.3.2.3.2., is a peer reviewed journal, which is published by an
agency of the State Government of Odisha. Both these documents, along with 03 supportive
documents- received from artisans clearly establish the relevance of flexible brass craft with
Bellaguntha.

5. Limitations of Existing Literature Resources
As per this researcher’s literature survey there was no detailed book or systematically published
monograph or report available on the flexible brass craft of Bellaguntha- both online and offline.
Few literature pieces were found on the craft of Bellaguntha, available with limited set of
information during my offline and online literature search, and they were of indicative nature
sometimes, not more than few sentences or sometimes merely as bullet points- of which most of
them were only focusing over other larger segment and were unable to represent respective large
scenario coverage of this craft.

5. Limitations of Existing Literature Resources
Even, most of the available literature, (as discussed under 4.1.1, 4.1.2, 4.1.4) contained the
information that there is a craft in Bellaguntha, named- “Flexible Brass Fish Craft”. This
researcher found that available set of literature on flexible brass craft was not sufficient to justify
the craft name even and most of the documents was projecting the partially justified craft name as
“Flexible Brass Fish Craft”, where presence of the term: “Fish”, in craft’s name is only able to
justify a single form of product, i.e., flexible brass fish form. But, during field visits, to
Bellaguntha, this researcher came to know that there is several other product forms available
there, which are under regular craftsmanship, and developed by artisans through following
similar production techniques. Some of them are- flexible brass lobster forms, flexible brass snake
forms, and flexible brass tortoises form etc. So, this partial justified name is limiting new design
diversification activities within the craft community and also limiting a remote consumer focused
demand and supply chain. Both of them are imposing negative impacts over the craft.
So, during the artisan community meeting (please refer section-3.3), in presence of this
researcher, it had been discussed and concluded with: “େବ ାଗୁ ା ର ନାମୟ ପି ଳ ଶି ” in local speaking
Odiya language or “Flexible Brass Craft of Bellaguntha” in English language. This name is able to
represent entire set of products, produced by the flexible brass craft community in Bellaguntha,
without any product specific bias. Following table-1, displays the meaning of each individual word
carried under craft’s name:
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Odiya Name

English Name

Meaning of Words in English

ନାମୟ

=

Flexible

ପି ଳ

=
=
=
=

Brass

Non-static physical appearance achieved through three dimensional
construction
The basic raw material

Craft

A traditional handcraft practiced by artisans

ଶି
ର
େବ ାଗୁ ା

Of
Bellaguntha

Establish relationship between the craft and the place
The geographical area from which this craft was originated and is
under practice

Table-1: Meaning of “Flexible Brass Craft of Bellaguntha”

6. Conclusion
Existing literary ambiguities may affect further intellectual research and adversely lead to limit
the horizons of growth for flexible brass craft. So, this is important to conduct a systematic and
comprehensive documentation, which will explain and establish the craft identity. The
documentation process for a traditional craft should be explored in all required ways. The role of
honestly prepared and well tested authentic documentation goes higher over a research priority
indexxx.
This is important to protect a cultural heritage craft for our forthcoming generations.
Which will help the target users to bring the same legacy into their life and lifestyles, as our
present generation is enjoying and our ancestors had enjoyed for centuries. So, the role of
qualitative documentation is not only important to protect this traditional craft of Bellaguntha,
which is today dying out due to ignorance, but also about protection of traditionally earned,
knowledge based intellectual growth. Further, such documents will also be helpful in the study of
existing craft, craft scenario, professional status of the artisans, their livelihood and present
consumer’s psycho-sociological behaviors toward the acceptance of heritage crafts and other
indigenous knowledgexxi, and help our next generation of researchers to receive refined research
nodes from our present generation of researchers. This will enhance the accuracy in further
research processes with futuristic approach in different areas of traditional knowledgexxii likecraft studies, product design, cultural studies, history of art, social works, consumer psychology,
sculpture, visual arts and other similar interdisciplinary areas of research and helpful for
enriching, qualitative research databases.
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